
Re: 2020-07-23: new WRS and WR Starting Kit ext
Pedro Garcia [pedro.garcia@sevensols.com]
Sent:26 August 2020 13:27
To: Maciej Marek Lipinski; rrodriguez@sevensols.com
Cc: Gabriel Ramírez [jgabriel@sevensols.com]; Benoit Rat [benoit@sevensols.com]

Hello Maciej,

I am Pedro García, the person in charge of designing the FMC. I answer your
comments in the mail below.

Thank you, best regards.

Pedro Jesús García García
Seven Solutions

El jue., 20 ago. 2020 a las 7:15, Benoit Rat (<benoit@sevensols.com>)
escribió:

---------- Forwarded message ---------
De: Maciej Lipinski <maciej.lipinski@cern.ch>
Date: mié., 19 ago. 2020 23:14
Subject: Re: 2020-07-23: new WRS and WR Starting Kit ext
To: Rafael Rodriguez <rrodriguez@sevensols.com>
Cc: Miguel Jimenez López <miguel.jimenez@sevensols.com>, Benoit RAT
(Gmail) <benoit@sevensols.com>

Rafa,

First portion of feedback to the FMC schematics:
- Fiber_SFP: why LOS and TX_FAULT are shorted together?  -> It is done
like this to maintain same signals as in the WRS-3, as you can see in the
following capture of the miniBackplane:
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As they are open-collector outputs, it works like an OR between LOS and
TX_FAULT. However we can separate the signals if preferred. The problem
with the separation is that there would be no room for another signal in the
level translators (IC13,IC14, IC15) so we would need to add another one.

- HMC7044: I need both 125 MHz and 156.25 MHz on the FMC connector
for
  testing 1G-10G interoperation. Can the PLL be programmed to deliver
such
  two clocks (with additional constraint of using the SYNC pin to align
  the feedback dividers)?  -> we have to study this with the software tool
- Put an independent (exclusive) i2c bus for each of the Si549s. These
  need to be disciplined by the softpll and the I2C bandwidth might be a
  limiting factor here (discovered during development of FMC-ADC, AFCZ,
  etc...)  -> OK, they are independent now.
- I2C helper bus doesn't have pullups (or I'm unable to find them.)  -> the
pull-ups are included in the level translators TXS0108EPWR. This
component is used for both open-drain and push-pull applications.
According to its datasheet: " The pull-up resistors, commonly used in
open-drain applications, have been conveniently integrated so that an
external resistor is not needed."

In fact there is an Application Report about the effects of pull-up and pull-
down in this chip (https://www.ti.com/lit/an/scea054a
/scea054a.pdf?ts=1598440163305&
ref_url=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.google.com%252F)

- Add series 0R resistors in 0603 package or larger on the i2c pins for
 helper oscillators as well as the SPI pins of the main DAC. The reason:
 we might need to put LC filters to kill noise injected from the FPGA
  (observed during ertm development)  -> OK, it has been already done.
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But I don't understand why only a series element. If we may require a LC
filter in the future, we will need a series and a parallel element, isn't it? Like
this:

- IC10: OSCIN is DC-coupled. Should it be? (don't know the chip, just
  asking)  -> According to the datasheet, the recommendation for single-
ended input is :

- drive the SYNC pins of both PLLs from a pin with ODELAY primitive in
  the FPGA (not all pins are capable of them). Consider using a
  differential pair + buffer next to the load.  -> the SYNC signals are
already in HP banks in ZCU102 in which the ODELAY primitives are
available
- I2C for the EEPROM is also missing pullups (or I'm unable to find them). 
-> Yes, they are in "I2C_PERIPHERALS" sheet
- There are some symbols/footprints that don't come from the CERN
   library. Just a few - ask the DEM for the symbols. They'll be useful for
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  the real switch. -> We can add them to the CERN libs. Or if you prefer
that the components are included in the official libs then we will ask the
DEM for the symbols. The list of the components is:

L1 y L2: P/N DFE252012P-4R7M=P2 from Murata

P1, P2, P3 y P4: P/N 152123 from Amphenol

J1: P/N UE76-A20-3000T and P/N U77-A1613-1001 from Amphenol

D2 y D3: P/N MMBD352WT1G from On Semi

IC13, IC14, IC15: P/N TXS0108EPWR  from Texas Instr

- the schematics should say Copyright CERN and state clearly the 
  license, as agreed.  -> OK, I have used the label that is included in the
SCB Low Jitter schematics. It is correct?

regards
maciej

On Thu, 30 Jul 2020 at 23:48, Rafael Rodriguez
<rrodriguez@sevensols.com> wrote:

Hi Maciej,

In the end, we have already obtained the EMC report of the power
supply. See the attached doc, page 14. Definitely, it meets the EN55022
(class B conducted and radiated) with good results.
According to the manufacturer, please keep in mind that this document
is confidential.

Best Regards,
Rafa

El mié., 29 jul. 2020 a las 19:09, Maciej Lipinski
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(<maciej.lipinski@cern.ch>) escribió:
Thanks, we will have a look
regards
maciej

On Wed, 29 Jul 2020 at 19:00, Rafael Rodriguez
<rrodriguez@sevensols.com> wrote:

Hi Maciej,

Thanks for your feedback. Ok, We will review the issues that need
further investigation.
On the other hand, please find attached the schematics of the FMC
board.  Right now, we are working on the PCB that we hope to finish
next week after integrating your suggestions.

Best regards,

Rafa

El mar., 28 jul. 2020 a las 17:36, Maciej Lipinski
(<maciej.lipinski@cern.ch>) escribió:

Perfect, thanks

We have today discussed the issues of WR switch:
- see the attached presentation that includes responses to the
issues, including
  the discussion during the meeting, most of this staff is
transferred into respective
  issues
- I've closed most of the issues, there is a number that needs
further investigation,
  the ones that I'd ask you to look at further are:

https://ohwr.org/project/wr-switch-hw-v4/issues/37 and https:
//ohwr.org/project/wr-switch-hw-v4/issues/11

https://ohwr.org/project/wr-switch-hw-v4/issues/32
https://ohwr.org/project/wr-switch-hw-v4/issues/23

regards
maciej

On Tue, 28 Jul 2020 at 10:03, Rafael Rodriguez
<rrodriguez@sevensols.com> wrote:

Hi Maciej and Miguel,

Yes, I have moved the meeting to Friday at 9:30 am.

BR,
Rafa
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El mar., 28 jul. 2020 a las 9:52, Miguel Jimenez López
(<miguel.jimenez@sevensols.com>) escribió:

Hello Maciej,
Sorry, I've just realized that my previous email was saved in
Draft and it was not sent.
For me, it is OK (Thur or Fri).
Best regards,
Miguel J.
On 28/7/20 9:51, Maciej Lipinski wrote:

Hi,

Could we move the meeting (as requested in the previous
email)?
If not, I'll do my best to finish by tomorrow morning the
review, yet
I cannot promise.

regards
maciej

On Fri, 24 Jul 2020 at 09:14, Maciej Lipinski
<maciej.lipinski@cern.ch> wrote:

Hi,

Unfortunately, I won't be able to do all the stuff (mainly
the WR 
starting kit review) before Wed morning. Could we move
our
conf-call to later next week? Either Thur 11am, or Fri
9h30am. 

regards
maciej

On Thu, 23 Jul 2020 at 11:36, Maciej Lipinski
<maciej.lipinski@cern.ch> wrote:

Hi,
My notes below
regards
maciej

WR Starting Kit ext
- from spec repo:
  - DIO-chapter -> 7Sol remove from SPEC doc
  - NIC-chapter -> 7Sol mark obsolete in SPEC doc, ML
make issue that 
    this needs update (done)
- ML will review/test gw/sw
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new WRS:
- a lot of discussion was captured in the issues
- ports:  24 OK for prototype, final version 20 or 24
- cSFP
  * not sure whether it is compatible with all SFPs (it is
claimed that it is
  * no mod_def_0 and few other signals that we do not
use
  * IDEA: test with clocking-FMC
  * 7Sol will ask feedback to the company
- 2 W - > sfp -> ML check with Peter (done)
- USB inside enclosure, only if we have two host  IFs
available in ZU17-> we have
- ML will discuss the issues and our findings with guys
at CERN

regards
maciej

--
Miguel Jiménez López
PhD Engineer

2, Periodista Rafael Gómez Montero.
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